The miracle of distance asserts itself in many modes, spatial, conceptual, temporal. It is the miracle that mathematicians feel when they have created and discovered a formula for the sheer aesthetic delight of its form and harmony and then realize, to their great surprise, that their formula may be used to predict price f luctuations or send a probe slingshotting around Jupiter. And it is the same miracle that transfixes the theorist who explores a concept, a theory, for the pure enjoyment of its elegance and complexity, and who discovers-again with a great shock of delight-that the concept is the key to unraveling the hard knot of a problem lying at the center of a story, a problem that begins with a close reading of a story, an opening to the rules and conditions of that particular fictional world. The concept comes from a great distance to a profound intimacy with a story's singularity.
In this case our elegant concept is called "affect" (and we will see how this elegant concept is tied to another elegant concept: "virtuality") and our problem, our irresistible enigma, is called "Lily Bart," the paradoxical beauty of Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth. It is appropriate that we should have already heard the words "beauty" and "elegance" because it is in Lily's beauty that our problem first begins. The shock with which Wharton begins the novel-"Selden Paused in surprise"-is the very shock the reader encounters with the unnamable singularity that is Lily.
"He had a confused sense that she must have cost a great deal to make, that a great many dull and ugly people must, in some mysterious way, have been sacrificed to produce her" (6). Selden's impression of Lily Bart in the opening scene of Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth, as much as it may be a confused impression is one that begs to be named, and its name can only be Lily Bart. In Grand Central Station, itself an intersection of dull humanity, Wharton gives us Lily Bart, a character and an intersection of affects, affects that may be sensed-only vaguely-by an interested and sensitive audience like Selden. The affects that intersect in Lily resist being named in any conventional language. They can only be named by speaking awkwardly. She "always roused speculation . . . [H]er simplest acts seemed the result of far-reaching intentions" (3). Or, "Her vivid head, relieved against the dull tints of the crowd, made her more conspicuous than in a ballroom" (4). The difficulty of naming Lily's affects even leads to the speculation that she is a creature apart from the run of humanity: "Was it possible that she belonged to the same race? The dinginess, the crudity of this average section of womanhood made him feel how highly specialized she was" (5). "Requiring sacrifice of the dull," "standing in relief," "giving the impression of far reaching intentions": none of these affects has a name. We cannot label them merely attractiveness, ambition, uniqueness, because they are, like Lily, highly specialized. They are neither feelings, nor emotions, nor qualities of personality, but affective intensities. Lily does not "feel" them-she is enveloped by them, and she only feels or provokes feeling because of them. They are the place where the proper name Lily Bart intersects with the proper name The House of Mirth. Amid the rushing throng of common humanity-of personality, emotion, the familiar motivations of mere mortality-Lily stands as a creature of affect, a being who speaks the language of the human with a decided accent.
But before we can explore Lily as a being of affect, we must begin to understand how affect functions, the ethology that maps its movements and transformations. For the moment we will leave Lily in this state of affective stasis in order to explore the concept of affect itself.
We will begin with a negative definition that will relate affect to the two conceptual categories with which affect is often confused: feeling and emotion. If we wish to picture the relationship between the three we may imagine them as three concentric circles, feeling enveloped by emotion, emotion by affect. Feeling is what we can describe in terms
